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The President’s – PRATTLE
Huge thanks to the Wednesday Team for a great job of re installing the Canning Junction track. It
is now complete from the member’s car park crossover to C box. By Friday after noon the main
line points will have been installed. It was great to see Dylan bogging in and helping on
Wednesday afternoon. Very good, please keep it up Dylan. Great work boys and many thanks.
It is with great pleasure I welcome Rod Bradley to the CMR committee. Rod is a valued club
member and will bring some new ideas to our committee meetings I feel sure. Welcome aboard
Rod.
It was really great to receive a call from John Palm on Wednesday afternoon and then meet up
with him at CMR. John has donated some scrap material to the club and it is very welcome and
much appreciated. John is a past President of our association and has also been a very hard
working member. I hope we see more of John and he is always very welcome at our club.
Due to the uncertainty of a finishing date for the reclamation work at Niana all first Sunday runs will
be from Wilson Park until further notice. This is most unfortunate but totally beyond our clubs
control.
Canning Junction Signals and Point control is now well underway. Many thanks to Morris Cooper
for his dedication to the layout and control information he has tendered along with his help
installing equipment at C box. The original lever frame has been retained and micro switches have
been fitted to interface it with a new PLC which inturn will control electro pneumatic valves and the
points. A HMI interface will allow the operator to monitor all control logic and interface via a
wireless link to Niana North signal box allowing full remote control from this location.
We must always encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and
their dedication to the club and its members. As always thanks boys and keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean

FROM THE TREASURER (his “ramblings”)

FROM THE SECRETARY
Please note that the 1st Sunday run-day from NIANA 2nd August will be shifted to be from Wilson
due to the on-going civil works (re-mediation) not being finished in time covering our car-park. (the
compaction was not done to specification and had to be done again) This will be at normal Niana
times.
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As per the President’s Prattle, we will celebrate our 53rd birthday and the 30years running from
Wilson on the second weekend in October this year. Some interstate visitors from COBDEN have
already expressed intent to attend with a “load” of locomotives and rolling-stock.…….more soon.
We are have nearly passed 15,000 riders for the first 7mths of this year which is a good
performance considering the wetter weather and the massive disruptions to our car park and
access to our facilities. We are moving into our peak ridership days and all members are
requested to help for a “full court push!”.
Members attending the premises are requested to set alarms and lock carefully and then make
sure when leaving that the car park gates are locked.
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Trivia
Wheels

It has been suggested that we should match the diameter of all wheels “under” a wagon.
This would happen for a large new all mining operation like FMG with some 2000
wagons but after a few years it becomes a “fruit” salad mix. Wheels wear and diameters
change after restoration machining. Railway wheels are designed to be re-used several
times and their diameter can reduce some 90mm. Let us say nearly 10%. This is
regarded as beneficial to help break-up “patterns”. A crude comparison is like asking
Roman soldiers to break step when marching over a bridge!
Railways will allow a half-loss, say 45mm, wheel-set diameter variation in a bogie and
to have new wheels one end and the thinnest tread allowable in the other end. Short
wagons can look like they are running down-hill! Naturally, coupling systems have to
cope with this induced height variation and if they have YOKE BUFFERS like the old
WAGR and CMR, packers were / should be added.
Rotating wheel-sets generate a natural wave-length which is a sinusoidal “wandering”
along the track. This can be serious if travelling fast but with all bogies and bogie
centres the same, a wear pattern can be worn onto the rail head surface. This then
induces other wagons and locomotives to follow. Hence we see the north-wet mining
companies involved with heavy track grinding. The writer knows of the problem too
well as when designing the then WAGR WO and later WOA iron ore wagons at the misdirection of the then Commonwealth Railways, these wagons ended up having almost
identical spaced bogies through-out the train and train “snaking” was a serious
problem. These had to be the worst performing sg wagons ever in Australia!
At CMR we are fortunate that we have bogies with different wheel-bases and wheels
when new of three distinct diameters and some variation in wagon centres.
You may well think that CMR would not have “wear patterns” in the track like full sized
out-fits! One can find traces of sinusoidal movement on some tangent rail heads and
most telling are the corrugations on the Snake Gulley curve before the Work-shop. The
north west miners got to thinking that they were developing corrugations (some-times
called “roaring rails”) from their heavy axle-loads until somebody pointed out that
street tram-cars had the same problem. The CMR problem most likely resulted from
new rectangular section rail-head not having the in-gauge edge (corner) relieved by use
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of a grinder. If some-one would like to make-up a linishing belt “sander” and run it
around this curve to clean off rail head surface, please feel free to do so. It would be a
useful tool mounted under a wagon!
A Letter to the Editor

JOHN SMITH
John and family wandered in to CMR some 25years ago after being transferred from “the
bush” back to Perth. Son Sean wanted to join but was under 12years and so dad signed-up
for his family. We have been grateful for that.
John has had a number of locomotives and the present active machines are named Edna
May and Amy Jo, after his mother and mother-in-law. The reasons are not clear, but it
seems a nice thing to do. Son Sean would also like to be more involved but works for FMG
at Cloud-break. His wife Edweena has graced our canteen from time to time and our ticket
box.
With his two sons, they painted our bridges before the ………AALS Convention. This seemed
to put son Michael off the boil so to speak and has not kept-on with CMR.
Back in history John ran our AMRA Stand and with his wife produced Cinders & Soot for
many years. More importantly, he was Treasurer for some 5years in the late 90s. He along
with Kel Davis placed 10% of the ticket sales into a “reserve” account that became very
handy when CMR was shut-down for some months over asbestos problems.
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We can thank him for the “fire bottles” carried on the rear of our wagon consists that
proven their worth. John also valued our assets for the first time back then thanks to his
banking back-ground. It was his suggestion that eventually had CMR purchase the two ISO
shipping containers that now serve as our storage sheds.
He was once a bank manager, did his army “time” and freely admits that as a youngster
often drooled at the windows of the Jack Stanbridge shop in Vic Park……he was not alone at
this! John was once a regular operator of the now defunct B Box. He remembers well how
he learnt when with-out training he had to take over operation during a “convention” and
only had 4 or 5 derailments that day. CMR has advanced from those days, although some of
our other trained operators did not had the best of days either! THANKS JOHN (and Edwina
/ Sean)
You may have blown that
whistle too loud John!
The last train of the day.
The front cover photo and this
one were taken by Dion
Binden-Pearson now showing
promise as a contributor of an
article or two. Hopefully,
football and cricket will not
get in the way of attending
Castledare.

The photograph courtesy Dylan Audrain that follows deserves almost a full page. Depicted
is BLACK BUTT “out and about” after a 10year hiatus. Owner, Bernie Courtney, has had
some annual leave and the time to get this magnificent machine running again. Junior
Etham Giddons sits in the “seat” imagining that he is in readiness to pilot Denis P More
driven by Dylan. Denis P More has just had some serious repairs to it’s right-hand lead axlebox (under-taken by Roger Matthews) and was being “broken-in” as-well-as providing for
train consist braking. This was a show to be seen, although, the passengers seem oblivious
to the occasion!
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